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At the World Missionary Conference in Edinburgh in 1910 Europe was classified as “’Christian’ territory” and thus excluded as a field and context for mission.1 Today a plurality of religious, cultural and commercial missions is competing for the soul(s) of postmodern Europe.
In the course of the 20th century the Christian churches in Europe had to learn to overcome
their eurocentric perspective and to view their continent through the hermeneutical lens of the
missio Dei and the eyes of their sister churches in the non-western world. This essay examines
the last thirty years of the ecumenical missiological quest for a deeper understanding and a
spiritual renewal of European culture(s) on the background of economic, political and religious changes. The developments are described in two historical phases and interpreted in
three contextual missiological models, which in the second phase seem to have moved from
distance to dialogue and from controversy to conversation – with significant crosscurrents.
1. The debate on the New Evangelisation of Europe 1979-1992
The vision for a New Evangelisation developed in the last period of the cold-war division of
Europe, when first signs of communist breakdown already appeared. In Western Europe the
European Communion rapidly moved towards a single market and a single currency.2 While
Francois Lyotard in 1979 had diagnosed Western (and European) society with a “postmodern
condition” and “incredulity” towards the “metanarratives” of secular modernity,3 the ecumenical missiological debate was more concerned with the issues of secularism, atheism and nominal Christianity. The issue of postmodernity did not come into full view before the 1990s. In
respect to mission theology the debate took up the challenge for contextual theologizing that
had been coming from the Catholic bishops in Latin America (Puebla 1979) and Third-World
theologians in the Evangelical Lausanne Movement and the World Council of Churches.
In 1979 Polish pope John Paul II initiated his tenure with the formulation of a new vision: the
New Evangelisation of Europe. In the Holy-Cross-Church in Mogila, Poland, he explained:
„We received a sign that the gospel will enter anew at the threshold of a new millennium. A
New Evangelisation has begun, as if it was some kind of second evangelisation even if in reality it is always only one evangelisation.“4 The pope unfolds this vision as a mystical, spiritual and cultural renewal of the Church and society in Europe. One year later, in 1980, the
Polish workers´ union Solidarnosh, supported by the Catholic Church, caused the first cracks
in monolithic communist Eastern Europe and brought with it winds of political renewal. New
Evangelisation turned into a central topic at the symposia of the Catholic Council of European
Bishops (CCEE) between 1979 and 1989, leading up to the Special Synod of Bishops on Europe in Rome 1991 with the theme “That we may be witnesses of Christ who has set us free”.
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In 1984 the evangelical Lausanne Movement initiated a European branch, the European Lausanne Committee (ELC). Rolf Scheffbuch, Lutheran pastor from Germany, became the first
president of the committee and wrote: “A new chapter has been opened. … It has become
clear that Europe is in need of re-evangelisation …We do not believe in the pope and his authority, but we agree in the truth of that need”.5 The ELC in consequence convened two major
study and leadership conferences on the contextual missiological challenges of Europe, the
European Leadership Conference on World Evangelization 1988 in Stuttgart and the European Leadership Consultation on Evangelization in Bad Boll, Germany, which was held in
partnership with the European Evangelical Alliance (EEA) and led to the start of the network
Hope for Europe.
In 1984 Emilio Castro, Uruguayan theologian and director of the WCC-Commission for
World Mission and Evangelism, challenged the Conference of European Churches (CEC), the
forum of Protestant and Eastern Orthodox churches in Europe, to concentrate on mission in
Europe. At a common conference of the CEC and the Council of the Catholic bishops of Europe at Lake Garda in Italy, Castro maintained that in the face of rising unbelief in Europe it
was not inter-church-relations, but common missionary witness that should be of paramount
concern to Christians.6 The CEC took up this challenge from a representative of the churches
of the non-western world and in 1986 the full assembly of the CEC in Sterling/Scotland resolved to give top priority to “the mission of the Churches in a secularised Europe [...] The
European churches owe it to the churches on other continents which they once evangelised to
now focus on mission on their own continent.”7 Different aspects of this mission were studied
in succeeding consultations on „Secularisation“ (Les Geneveys, Switzerland, 1987), „Bible
and Mission“ (Sigtuna, Sweden 1988) and “Practical Aspects” (Kolymari, Krete,1993).
The missiological extract of these developments can be described in three models which are
derived from a basic triangular model,
Bible
which interrelates three components of
contextual mission theology: (1) the bible
as the classic and basic text of mission, (2)
the Churches and Christian fellowships in
Europe as the community of mission and
(3) European culture and society as the
context of mission.8 Each of the following
three models integrates all three factors,
Church
Europe
but emphasizes them differently.
1.1. The Church as the soul of Europe – the Inculturational model
“Europe cannot give up Christianity as a travelling companion, who has become a stranger,
just like a human being cannot give up his or her reasons for life and hope without bringing
disaster to him- or herself.”9 The centre of John Paul II´s vision for the New Evangelisation is
the inculturation of the gospel in present-day Europe on the basis of its Catholic-Christian
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past. His goal is a new creative synthesis between the Church and postmodern European culture. The pope´s vision for Europe is inspired by his conviction that Europe is intrinsically
Christian since its Catholic baptism in the early medieval times.10 Thereby he personifies European culture and history and treats it according to sacramental doctrine. Europe continues
„under the sacramental sign of its covenant with God”.11 European unity is pictured mystically as the “seamless coat of Christ” (cf. John 19:23) which needs to be recaptured by overcoming the historical and theological rifts that were caused by the break with the Eastern Orthodox Church, the Protestant Reformation Churches and by secularist atheism.12
The basic missiological structure of the New Evangelisation is a combination of culturaltheological analysis and spiritual renewal from an ecclesiological centre in expectation and
realisation of the eschatological reign of God. The missiological outward-movement with the
goal to recapture the “seamless coat of Christ” can be described in concentric circles as: (1)
personal conversion and renewal of baptismal grace, (2) renewal of the parochial communities
(steps 1 and 2 are called “self evangelisation”)13, (3) renewal and unity of the Church (including ecumenical perspectives) (4) socio-ethical involvement in society, science, economics and
politics. Taking up the metaphor of the anonymous missionary writer of the Letter to Diognetus (129 AD),14 the inculturational model attempts to present the Church as “the soul of
the world”, that brings “vitality, grace and love to a hateful world”.15
This ecclesiocentric missionary vision was not shared by all within the Catholic Church. Progressive theologians rejected the notion that Europeans should be brought back into the
Church. The Church rather should meet people where they are and encourage them in their
own spiritual journey. German Catholic theologian Otmar Fuchs criticises: „The concept of
New Evangelisation (Re-Evangelisation) presupposes a relationship between Church and Society which should have been left behind at least since Vatican II. The talk of ReEvangelisation falsely suggests an already evangelised Church leading a desperately secularised Europe back to the right faith. The Church is supposed to have what Europe lacks.”16
Fuchs suggests that evangelisation should not so much expect that “the unchurched will return
into the ecclesastical institutions, but that they will be met and encouraged right where they
are and probably will stay within their own intrinsic capability for hope and humanity”.17
1.2. Discovering God in Europe – the dialogical model
A view similar to progressive Catholics was presented by the Protestant and Orthodox theologians of the Conference of European Churches. This model represents an almost complete
reversal of the Catholic concept. Here not the church is pictured as the soul of Europe, but the
“incognito-presence of Christ through the Holy Spirit in every creature within and outside of
the Church”18 Christ´s incognito-presence is understood as expressing itself in the pluriform
missio Dei, which is taking place in European society at large. The basic theological structure
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of this model is a combination of Orthodox theosis-theology and ecumenical kosmosChristology with Paul Tillich´s interpretation of the justificatio in the modern European context. Tillich maintained that God, the transcendent and indefinable ground of all being, is not
only justifying the sinner, but modern European doubt and despair as such.19 In this way
modern European religious and secular experiences themselves are becoming holy ground
and a sacrament, where God and human beings meet. The Enlightenment is interpreted as a
soteriological event in European history which liberated society from monolithic ecclesiastico-political inculturations. Mission in Europe according to the CEC should therefore not fall
back into an ecclesiocentric paradigm and propagate an institutional Church, but should move
churches into dialogue with the Holy Spirit´s immediate work in modern European society –
in order to discover God´s presence there. At the CEC-Consultation in Les Geneveys 1987,
Scottish theologian Elisabeth Templeton proposed: „Every interpretation of the mission of the
churches in Europe has to liberate itself from the factual claim that the churches are the bearers of the gospel. Maybe we have to accept that the gospel is being brought to us ... partly
from within our own secular culture, partly from churches in Eastern Europe that together
with their Marxist partners have started to explore the human condition”.20
Not everyone in the CEC agreed. Rumanian Orthodox theologian Dimitru Popescu suggested
a New Testament based Christology “from above” as basis of a truly liberating mission in
Europe.21 Raymond Fung, former Secretary of Evangelism at the WCC, emphasised the missionary koinonia in the fellowship of the Triune God as the adequate expression of mission in
Europe which consisted of both, the patient waiting for lost European sons to experience the
love of the Father as well as the active running towards them in the crossing of frontiers.22
1.3. Sharing the gospel of Christ with Europeans – the translational model
Close to these latter views we find the model of the European Lausanne Committee (ELC).
The basic structure of this model can be understood in the categories that have been provided
by Lamin Sanneh´s interpretation of mission as translation on the basis of the „translatability“
of the gospel. 23 The model can be described as a holistic and dynamic-equivalent24 (re-)
translation of the biblical witness of Jesus Christ into the lives of modern Europeans - in the
power of the Holy Spirit and through the missionary witness of Christian churches and fellowships. John Stott highlighted the Christological centre, „The only way to be delivered
from Europessimism is to catch a fresh vision of Christ!“25, as well as the missiological process: „identification with loss of identity“.26
European history, culture, churches and politics are interpreted in the tension between judgment and grace as bridges and barriers to the gospel.27 Contrasting the inculturational and the
dialogical model, the translational model tries to clearly distinguish the gospel from societal
developments and ecclesiastical institutions. According to this perspective the missio Dei can
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neither be discovered directly in European history nor be identified with European ecclesiastical interpretations. Ulrich Parzany, Lutheran pastor and former president of the YMCA in
Germany, stated his conviction that „Europe´s mainline churches have a mission. But it is not
a matter of methodology whether the churches will fulfil their mission or not. Above all it
depends on whether or not they will regain a clear biblical understanding of the gospel. The
most paralyzing blocks which prevent us from effectively implementing our mission exist
within the churches not outside“.28
According to ELC the scope of contextualised mission in Europe has to be holistic and includes cultural and political transformation on the basis of the gospel. This is underlined when
Peter Kuzmic, Croatian Baptist theologian, interpreted the breakdown of Communism: „Followers of Christ all across Eastern Europe are aware that this is the work of the Lord of history who has seen their suffering and longing for freedom, answered their prayers and provided
them with a special kairos period to call their nations back to God and to the spiritual foundations for a free and truly new society“.29
This missionary call is understood as „the proclamation and the demonstration of the love of
God in Jesus Christ“.30 It is to be realized through a pluriform network of local churches
crossing cultural and religious bridges and barriers in the neighbourhoods of Europe. The local church, interpreted as „all believers in that place“, is seen as the premier agent of missional witness: „we will give ourselves in a servant spirit to meet material, spiritual ... and
cultural needs of as many people as possible in our neighbourhoods“. While not everyone in
the ELC agreed that Orthodox and Catholic churches should be viewed as part of this broad
evangelical coalition of churches and mission organisations in Europe,31 the ELC affirmed
ecclesiological plurality within the unity of mission in Europe. 32
2. Towards a common and complex model
The first period of the missiological debate had reached a high point with the downfall of the
Berlin Wall in 1989 and the dismantling of the Soviet Union in 1991. At the same time it
seems to have come to a halt with the beginning of the Yugoslav wars in 1991/1992, which
disillusioned any kind of missiological or political Euro-euphoria. In the course of these and
coming events the missiological debate of the churches took some new turns.
Under the auspices of Jacques Delors33 as President of the European Commission the Treaty
of Maastricht was signed in February 1992 and entered into force in November 1993. It
turned the European Community (EC) into the European Union (EU) and finally led to the
creation of the euro as a common currency.34 At that point of the process Delors highlighted
the need to “give a soul to Europe”. The famous phrase can be traced in the notes of a conversation with church-representatives in February 1992:
“Believe me, we won´t succeed with Europe solely on the basis of legal expertise or
economic know-how. It is impossible to put the potential of Maastricht into practice
28
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without a breath of air. If in the next ten years we haven´t managed to give a soul to Europe, to give a spirituality and meaning, the game will be up. … This is why I want to
revive the intellectual and spiritual debate on Europe. I invite the Churches to participate actively in it. We don´t want to control it; it is a democratic discussion, not to be
monopolised by technocrats. I would like to create a meeting place, a space for free discussion open to men and women of spirituality, to believers and non-believers, scientists and artists. We are working on the idea already. We must find a way of involving
the Churches.”35
Delors obviously picked up and varied a theme that had been inherent and even prominent in
the preceding missiological discussion on Europe, especially in the vision of John Paul II. In
response to Delors´ plans, in 1994 the EU created the “A Soul for Europe”- budget line A3024 to financially support projects that foster reflection on the ethical and spiritual foundations of Europe.36 Beginning in 2004 a series of Berlin-Conferences became a major expression of the project and brought together members and officials of the EU “with representatives of civil, business and artistic society”.37 By now the Soul-project had taken a more cultural turn into “a process for placing sustainable cultural growth at the heart of the European
project.”38
One of the reasons why Delors introduced the “Soul of Europe”- motif may have been the
intention to strengthen European unity in view of the new challenge of the integration of
Western and Eastern Europe.39 While Delors´ concern probably majored on the economic
challenges of the eastward expansion of the EU, the developments in post-communist Eastern
Europe also raised missiological questions. Communism as a thorny context for mission had
given way to national, ethnic and religious searches and struggles for identity and orientation.
Optimistic visions for the evangelisation and transformation of Eastern European societies
were put to a hard test by the horrors of the Yugoslav wars which exploded between 1991 and
1995. The wars mocked the hopes of religious renewal and dialogue as it instrumentalized
religion to deepen ethnical divides.
In a similar way the Islamist terrorist attacks in New York in 2001, in Madrid in 2004 and in
London in 2005 impacted the context for the missiological debate on Europe. On this background the debate itself started to change and keeps changing into the present. The different
models did not disappear, but they seem to have moved closer towards a more integrated and
at the same time more complex view. In the following I will outline some exemplary developments and features of the debate and offer some conclusions.
2.1. Reconciled Diversity
In 1995 representatives of the European Lausanne Committee (ELC) and the Conference of
European Churches (CEC) came together for a consultation in Dorfweil, Germany, and issued
the declaration „Aspects of Mission and Evangelization in Europe Today. Towards a Common Mission”.40 The declaration acknowledges „common contents of faith and a common
obligation for mission”, while „radical differences in the concepts of evangelisation“ are admitted. Especially views on missionary work among secularized nominal Christians were difCit. Hans-Jürgen Luibl, “A-3024: Auf der Suche nach Europas Seele”, Hermeneutische Blätter 1-2/2005,
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fering. While some allowed for evangelisation of secularized members of another denomination, others thought it generally wrong to judge the faith of other believers.41 As a possible
model for common mission it was suggested to enter into „a partnership…, in which both
partners respect the faith and tradition of the other and at the same time are invited to challenge each other in love.”42
Although the CEC had so far taken a more critical stance towards Catholic visions of Christianity as the soul for Europe, it convoked the European Ecumenical Forum on gospel and Culture 1996 in Hamburg in cooperation with the “A soul for Europe”-programme of the European Union to find “new ways of inculturation”.43 The reception of these concepts in the CEC
shows the level of cross-fertilization that by then had been reached in the missiological debate
on Europe. This kind of mutual recognition is further illustrated by an assessment of the
Evangelical movement by Walter Kasper, Cardinal and President of the Pontifical Council for
Promoting Christian Unity in Rome. He maintained that „today it is the ‘Evangelical movement’ which – in difference to the large churches - keeps the missionary idea alive; while the
traditional Protestant churches are declining worldwide, Evangelicals are experiencing rapid
growth.“44 In 2002 the CEC started a research project on mission in Europe. Darrell Jackson,
responsible researcher, came to the conclusion that the differences between ecumenical and
evangelical persuasions were less deep than formerly believed and should be accommodated
in reconciled unity in order “to win Europe for Christ” together.45
A further significant expression of the intentions towards reconciled diversity can be found at
the World Missionary Conference in Athens in 2005. In the concluding “Letter from Athens”
the Conference committee highlighted:
“For the first time the meeting included a significant number of fully participating delegates from non WCC member churches, that is the Roman Catholic Church and some
Pentecostal and Evangelical churches and networks. 'We', therefore, are a diverse group
[...]. In these days, we have journeyed together, although we have not always agreed.
We are in mission, all of us, because we participate in the mission of God who has sent
us into a fragmented and broken world. We are united in the belief that we are "called
together in Christ to be reconciling and healing communities". We have prayed together. We have been particularly helped by readings of Scripture as we struggled, together,
to discern where the reconciling, healing Spirit is leading us, in our own contexts, two
thousand years after St Paul arrived on these shores carrying the good news of the gospel of Jesus Christ".46
2.2. Regionalisation
In the 1990s pan-European missiological visions somewhat receded and made way for regional and confessional perspectives. Paradoxically, at the same time mission theological per-
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spectives became less contextual and more universal, emphasizing the constants.47 By the
mid-1990s it had become evident that Europe was more complex and that cultural and religious differences were greater than some missiological plans had suggested. The maintenance
of European structures was stretching some churches and initiatives too far. The Euro-visions
of the 1980s needed to be translated into empirically grounded, locally anchored and feasible
approaches. While the European and ecumenical horizon was not lost sight of, missionary
projects and reflections became more regionally and confessionally oriented.48 Developments
in Germany are an example of this.49 In 1998 the Association of Christian Churches in Germany (ACK) “initiated a process of reflection and action ... with regard to mission in ecumenical cooperation in Germany”.50 In 1999 the Evangelical Church in Germany (EKD) dedicated
its Leipzig synod to the topic of “mission and evangelism”. It reinforced its support of missionary projects51 and critically engaged with the aspect of “self-secularization” in its own
recent history, a term coined by EKD-bishop Wolfgang Huber.52
Klaus Schäfer identifies three “features in this reappearance of a new interest in mission” in
the churches in Germany: (1) “Mission is clearly perceived as mission in the local context.”
(2) “There is a clear emphasis on mission as the conversation about faith issues and the invitation to a living faith in Jesus Christ. ... an evangelistic dimension of mission.” (3) The attempt
to place mission “centre stage in the agenda of all the churches” and not to leave it to “only
one particular tradition in our church”.53 One exemplary result of the new orientation was the
foundation of a research institute for evangelism and church development at the University of
Greifswald at the Baltic Sea.54 These regional and confessional developments did not lack
trans-European and ecumenical links as they were partly inspired by the Anglican Decade of
Evangelism (1990-2000) in Britain and its experiences with church planting in the Church of
England. Catholic impulses came from Austrian pastoral theologian Paul Zulehner,55 just to
mention a few examples.
2.3. Critical postmodernism
Since Friedrich Nietzsche had called truth “illusions about which one has forgotten that this is
what they are; metaphors which are worn out and without sensuous power”56, Western (and
European) mentality and life was moving towards a “postmodern condition” that Jean47
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Francois Lyotard described as “incredulity towards metanarratives”.57 Many Europeans became disillusioned with the enlightenment ideals of positivist science and technological, economic and social progress. Disappointed by the promises of modernity they turned to a mindset and life style characterised by individualism, consumerism and the mass media, but also
by growing sensitivity for aesthetics, ecology, the rights of minorities and the importance of
communication and relationships. Since the 1980s, postmodern theories like those of Thomas
Kuhn (paradigm theory), Michel Foucault (discourse analysis), Jacques Derrida (deconstruction), Richard Rorty (neopragmatism) and others tried to uncover the historical and cultural
relativity of knowledge, the hidden agendas of power behind scientific discourses and tried to
replace metaphysics and ontology with linguistics and constructivism.
The missiological debate on Europe turned to the topic as late as the 1990s. At the Lausanne
Consultation on Faith and Modernity in Uppsala 199358 a thorough overview of the “rise of
postmodernism” was given59 as well as an analysis of New Age as a “synthesis of premodern,
modern and postmodern”.60 The question if postmodernity was a new epoch in the history of
culture (as Lyotard had asserted) or “another twist” of late modernity (as Anthony Giddens
and Zygmunt Bauman had suggested) was left open. While some challenged the churches to
“question its allegiance to modernity”,61 others warned them not to “uncritically ... join the
assault on a dying modernity, only to find ourselves as but one story among many, unintentionally reinforcing the irrationalism of postmodernity”.62 All in all the conference took a
more apologetic stance and criticised postmodernity as an “anything goes”-philosophy63
without the possibility of critical interaction on the basis of reason and reality, thus leaving
the European seeker without reasons for hope.64
A more affirming perspective came from South African missiologist David Bosch, whose
thinking also influenced European missiology.65 While some question “whether Bosch´s missiological approach can be described as truly post-modern” since he did not integrate the perspectives of feminism, ecology and non-Christian indigenous spiritualities,66 it can hardly be
doubted that he mediated a positive, though not uncritical view of postmodern epistemology
to Protestant and especially Evangelical readers, and spelled out some of its consequences for
missiology. He saw postmodernity as a healthy challenge to reductive enlightenment thinking,
thus creating “room for ... ‘communicative’ reason”, experience, spirituality and aesthetics in
the scientific process.67 In the same vein of thinking British missiologist Lesslie Newbigin
had already developed a missiology for the Western context as a comprehensive postenlightenment critique. He proposed a hermeneutically reflected christocentric mission in the
West as the spontaneous overflow of a doxological community into the grey wasteland of a
secularized and disillusioned world.68 Bosch´s and Newbigin´s perspectives became instru57
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mental for the rise of postmodern missiological concepts such as “missional church”69, “mission-shaped-Church”70 or “emerging church”.71 In 2004 the Lausanne Forum in Pattaya
pointed to the positive implications of postmodern deconstruction as "stripping a story of its
ideology".72 While “postmodernism” was seen as a challenge for academic apologetics, a
number of case studies showed how “post-modernity” as a broad life orientation could be
interpreted as a bridge for missional encounters. Similar perspectives and case studies were
explored at the WCC-consultation “Believing without belonging? In search of new paradigms
of church and mission in secularised and postmodern contexts” that was held near Hamburg,
Germany, in 2002.73
The discussion on postmodernity has become a distinctive feature of the missiological debate
on Europe. It proves difficult to reach an agreement on the definition and implications of
postmodernity. Some criticise postmodernity as arbitrary and as “the cultural offspring of the
consumer culture of late capitalism: freedom of choice in the market place is the supreme value and tolerance of other people´s lifestyle choices is the social equivalent”.74 Others affirm
its epistemological and cultural openness for new perspectives, religious orientations and relational reality. Yet some basic lines so far have become visible. It seems helpful to distinguish
between postmodern cultural attitudes and postmodern philosophies (not all of which would
call themselves postmodern). While both offer bridges for mission in Europe,75 “postmodern
theology runs the grave risk of opening up the way to an anti-realist view of religion, in which
the only reference point for belief is the language of a particular community”. 76 Postmodernist
extremes such as the total incommensurability of cultural paradigms contradict missiological
convictions of the intercultural translatability of the gospel. Post modern rejections of truthclaims can be criticised as self-destructive, as they presuppose the truth of their own statements.
The missiological dialogue with postmodernity thus needs to develop as a critical postmodernism. Critical postmodernism appreciates the perspectivity and creativity of human
knowledge and communication, while admitting a universally meaningful expression of empirical reality and theological truth. 77 On the level of practical missionary dialogue James
Sire, author and campus lecturer for Inter-Varsity Christian fellowship, suggested, that everyone rests his knowledge and actions on axioms of belief which he assumes and hopes to be
true, because „the heart will not long rejoice in what the mind knows is not true.“78
69
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2.4. Exegesis and Ecclesiocentrism: Pope Benedict XVI
On April, 19, 2005 Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, Prefect of the Congregation for the Doctrine of
Faith, succeeded pope John Paul II and became Benedict XVI. While he certainly shares the
vision of his predecessor of the New Evangelisation of Europe, his interpretation of contemporary Europe seems to be more down-to-earth and empirical. In 2001 he asked how one
could speak of a Christian society if “in a city like Magdeburg, Christians are only eight percent of the total population, including all Christian denominations”.79 While for John Paul II
New Evangelisation stood in-between “real” Mission and pastoral care,80 for Benedict it is
mission in its full sense. In 1996 he emphasized: “Above all, we should be missionaries [...]
missionary responsibility means, precisely, to really attempt a new evangelisation. We cannot
calmly accept the rest of humanity falling back again into paganism. We must find the way to
take the gospel, also, to nonbelievers. The Church must tap all her creativity so that the living
force of the gospel will not be extinguished.”81
An example of how Benedict understands his contribution to mission can be seen in his book
Jesus of Nazareth,82 where he introduces postmodern readers to the biblical person of Jesus
Christ. He begins by carefully deconstructing some historical reconstructions of Jesus, which
have “distanced the person of Jesus from us”83. He follows a canonical approach in his exegesis of the gospels in order to overcome the modern separation between history and faith.84 In
all of this he wants to leave his papal authority out of the picture. He does not want the readers to understand his book as an official doctrinal statement, but as a personal journey and
search “for the countenance of the Lord”. 85 So the book turns into a postmodern pilgrimage
toward Christ, an inculturational endeavour to “take the gospel, also, to nonbelievers”.
While Benedict on his exegetical mission moves close to the evangelical translational model,
at the same time he sharpens the profile of the exclusive centrality of the Catholic Church. In
the declaration Dominus Iesus (2000), which was drafted by the Doctrinal Congregation under his supervision, “The Church of Christ” is seen to “exist fully only in the Catholic Church”
(DI 16). All other churches that do not acknowledge the apostolic succession are “are not
Churches in the proper sense” (DI 17). Although these affirmations are not new and mostly
represent quotations from Vatican II, they clearly serve the purpose to highlight the distinctiveness of the Catholic Church in the confusing postmodern plurality and on the background
of the approximation of the three missiological models. Benedict´s views on mission in Europe in some respects do come closer to evangelical and Protestant perspectives than those of
his predecessor. But they are certainly not less ecclesiocentric and keep stressing Catholic
uniqueness. Yet, the official view is not necessarily the opinion of all Catholic groups engaged in a common mission in Europe (see 2.7).
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2.5. Crosscurrents: Dialogue and deconstructed Christology
Birmingham mission theologian Werner Ustorf also intends to approximate the person of Jesus Christ to postmodern Europeans. But his attempt proves rather different from Benedict´s.
He suggests the deconstruction of traditional biblical Christology in order to discover a missiologically more relevant post-Christian European Christ.86 In traditional biblical Christology,
according to Ustorf, Jesus is “depicted as an essentially admirable and innocent man leading a
life showing no trace of personal negativity”.87 Postmodern Europeans, so Ustorf thinks, cannot relate to this picture of Jesus, who “in his perfection, is mythological and not one of us”: a
perfect Christ has no “mediating powers”. In contrast as postmodern Europeans “we have a
shadow side ... Our potential for good, for creation and love, cannot be truly liberated if our
‘shadow’, hatred and evil, is ignored or repressed”.88
A revisionist European Christology according to Ustorf should overcome the “scandal of restricted access” (John Hick) and be able to admit the shadow sides in Jesus Christ. Ustorf detects theses shadow sides in Jesus´ “ethical radicalism ... expressed in the Beatitudes” which
goes along with his suppression of negative thoughts and emotions in his disciples, thus keeping them from coming “to terms with themselves (and mature)”, offering them “a secondhand
identity” Through his message Jesus “introduced additional conflict, division, and violence
into society. [...] In other words, Jesus´ violent death was perhaps caused by the considerable
aggression he himself had helped to arouse”. 89 Ustorf concludes: “Jesus was not special [...]
The profile of this man is that of a spirit-filled, charismatic figure; chaotic and creative, integrative and disintegrative, powerful and confused, loving and guilty”. 90 According to Ustorf,
this “Christ” is missiologically relevant since he will help Christians and Non-Christians to
become mature human beings that accept that “the work of salvation has to be done by ourselves” and that failure and forgiveness both belong to that endeavour.91 Ustorf concludes:
„It seems that the disestablishment of Jesus Christ is generating ... new space ... to overcome the heritage of anxiety and aggressiveness. This would alter very much the format
and structure of Christian mission ... Christianity once disestablished, is not about itself
and not about Christianizing the world. It is about sharing the fullness of life on this
earth, about love and reconciliation, community and peace, justice and service. ... To
risk a dangerous formulation: a disestablished Christian spirituality would have failed if
it were to lead us to ‚God‘; .... This missionary spirituality would lead us to our fellow
human beings.“92
Not all of Ustorf´s perspectives seem to represent the consensus in missiological thinking in
the European churches, but they indicate a significant crosscurrent of the discussion. In Germany a similar crosscurrent emerged after the mission-oriented Leipzig Synod of the EKD in
1999 (see 2.2). Various theologians were criticizing the new emphasis on the evangelistic
dimension of mission and feared for a growing evangelical monopolization in the EKD. They
pleaded for a different understanding of mission, as an open dialogue without intentions of
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persuasion and conversion.93 These crosscurrents continue the somewhat more radical emphases of the dialogical model. Although they are contrary to Benedict´s ecclesiocentrism in content, they seem to fulfil the same function as a reaction against a growing consensus between
the different models. Within the contemporary discussion these crosscurrents can be seen as
important contributions that remind all participants, that differences and even contrary positions are necessary to keep the dialogue alive and attentive to the complex reality of European
souls.
2.6. The Pentecostal turn
In the postmodern context a new interest in a holistic experience and a spiritual reading of the
bible has developed. For some time both have been reflected in the missionary praxis and
perspectives of world-wide Pentecostal and charismatic churches, which recently have been
discovered by the ecumenical missiological mainstream.94 This development could be described as the “Pentecostal turn” in missiological reflexion. This turn was exemplified not
only by the special interest and openness of the World Missionary Conference in Athens 2005
towards Pentecostals (see 2.1), but also by the Third European Conference of the International
Association for Mission Studies (IAMS) in Paris in August 2006. After the conference
Jacques Matthey mused that at future meetings “the followers of the charismatic movement”
might be the ones giving the main speeches with only the “counterpoints given by missiologists with links to Protestantism or Catholicism”.95
At the conference, Alan Anderson, Professor of Global Pentecostal Studies at the University
of Birmingham, explored the missiological relevance of Pentecostalism in Europe.96 He
showed that Pentecostals saw the decline of the traditional European Churches as selfinduced, because they lacked renewal through the Holy Spirit and faith in ”the simple and
central truths of the Bible.“97 Similar to postmodernism, Pentecostalism is interpreted as “a
distinct reaction to the rationalism of the Enlightenment. For Pentecostals, a rationalistic intellectualism has destroyed the soul of Christianity”.98 While postmodernism, by deconstructing
the subject, ultimately “proved the urgency of the subject,99 Pentecostalism affirmed the human subject and her dignity by providing “a sense of belonging to those who have been marginalized by society”.100 Anderson points to some lessons the churches can learn from Pentecostals for mission in Europe: 101 (1) Pentecostals engage in enthusiastic, experiential and
participatory worship. Anderson thinks that this “experience of the power of the Spirit can be
a unifying factor in a global society which is still deeply divided”. (2) Charismatic mission is
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characterised by a radical felt-needs orientation. Anderson quotes a Nigerian pastor: “We live
in rather difficult times; dreams are constantly dashed against the rocks of adversity. People
desperately need to know that things will get better. … We preach that miracles still happen!
God still fixes shattered lives... A Church that preaches a message that gives hope, encouragement and healing will never lack for attendance."102 (3) Pentecostal churches have a strong
sense of calling by God and are dedicated to reach their contemporaries in up to date cultural
language in music, film and television. In that respect they are truly contextual in their use of
mass media, which according to Thomas Halik, is the „common language“ of postmodern
society.103
In conclusion one could say that the Pentecostal turn is a turn to holistic spiritual identity,
expressive community and contemporary contextuality as essential ingredients for a missiological model in Europe. The Pentecostal and charismatic traditions seem to offer all these as
they have a strong sense of the church as a „separated”, yet „a caring, therapeutic community“, „whose primary purpose is to promote their cause to those outside the church“.104 Yet one
should not overestimate the Pentecostal potential for mission in Europe, since its very
strengths can at the same time be weaknesses. Combined with paternalistic leadership the
strong emphasis on community can easily develop into a restricted social ecclesiocentrism
that is not attractive to those Europeans who are looking for a kind of Christian commitment
in “places where there is no obligation to opt in or to participate in communal activities beyond the service itself”.105 The radical felt-needs orientation sometimes crosses the line into
unhealthy and unsound “health and wealth” promises that are bound to disappoint and leave
bitter feelings. Radical contemporality may prove counterproductive in the light of a returning
appreciation of traditional aesthetic and cultural expressions of Christianity like cathedrals,
liturgies, classical music and pilgrimages.
2.7. Spirituality, Plurality and Politics
The religiously inspired Islamist terrorist attacks in New York 2001, Madrid 2004 and London 2005 caused haunting questions on the religious base for peaceful plurality in Europe.106
Not only Catholic and evangelical Protestant theologians, but liberal thinkers like Frankfurt
school philosopher Jürgen Habermas emphasized that the Christian faith was foundational for
freedom and democracy in European civilization.107 Lamin Sanneh maintained that “two major forces are contending today for Europe´s soul – radical Islam and the new Christianity”.
108
Less provocative, German chancellor, Angela Merkel, in a speech at the European Parliament in Strasbourg in 2007 emphasized, “as a Christian I expressly acknowledge my allegiance to Europe's Christian principles”, adding: “the most beautiful part of the play [Lessing's famous ring parable, Nathan the Wise] is what the Sultan asks of Nathan. Bridging all
the divisions of faith, the Muslim requests the Jew to ‘Be my friend’. Yes, ladies and gentle-
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men, that is what we seek and for which we strive – harmony among nations.”109 The theological and missiological question no longer seems to be marginal to politics in postmodern and
pluralist Europe.
A missionary expression of the spiritual basis of European plurality was given at the conferences of the Together for Europe-movement. The movement brings together Catholic, Lutheran, Anglican and Orthodox spiritual and missionary groups and initiatives like the Focolare, Cursillo, Sant´Egidio, Geistliche Gemeinde-Erneuerung [GGE], ProChrist, AlphaCourses. In 2004 and 2007 the movement convened large meetings in Stuttgart with every
time about 9000 Christians from different European nations to represent a “Europe of the
Spirit”. The Spirit of the gospel, it is maintained, creates a culture of togetherness "through
which different peoples and individuals can welcome each other, get to know each other, be
reconciled and learn to respect and support each other.”110
The first conference took place about the time when the Constitution of the EU was to be ratified and the discussion on the mention of God and the Christian tradition of Europe in the
preamble ran high. The comments that a number of well-known speakers gave on this issue at
the conference show how the connection between spirituality and politics was viewed. Lutheran Pastor and “Pro-Christ”-evangelist Ulrich Parzany pointed out that European democracy “depends on conditions that democracy itself cannot bring about". He saw a mention of
God and Christianity in the EU constitution “as a useful reminder” to this, but clarified that
“the destiny of Europe does not depend on whether God is named in the constitution", the
destiny of Europe “hinges on the witness of people rather than texts.”111 Another speaker,
Italian historian Andrea Riccardi emphasized the complex historical significance of a reference to Christianity in the EU constitution, qualifying that it should be understood “‘in a nonmonopolistic fashion’ - along with a reference to Auschwitz. The charter, he said, should contain a reminder of the darkness from which the EU was founded to escape.” Romano Prodi,
President of the European Commission, reminded that the “the fathers of the EU”, the French
Robert Schuman (1886-1963), the Italian Alcide de Gasperi (1881-1954) and the German
Konrad Adenauer (1876-1967), “were committed Christians, unafraid to seek guidance from
their faith. […] Christians now [must] be the leaven of the new Europe, nurturing - together
with other faiths - the soul of the European project”. 112
Similar perspectives had been expressed at the Budapest-conference of the evangelical network “Hope for Europe” in 2002: „We reaffirm our lifelong commitment to love God and our
neighbour, European and non-European, as ourselves. We will humbly seek to do this through
being a community of praying, worshipping, welcoming, culturally relevant, outward looking
people who know the Bible well and are united in multiplying, inclusive, evangelising local
churches. We will work for peace, justice and reconciliation and will value as equals those
seen as inferior by our societies.”113
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In an exemplary way these perspectives express some of the political emphases of the recent
missiological discussion. They do not focus on ecclesiastical politics or political Christianity,
but affirm political and religious plurality on the basis of the truth of the gospel.114 The gospel
of Jesus Christ is not seen as a European religion, but as the unique revelation of God for all
human beings that creates and sustains a space of grace: respect for others, meaningful communication, honesty towards failure and humility to receive and to grant forgiveness. Mission
in Europe as a form of christocentric pluralism is seen to overcome the inverted ethics of
multiple “primary groups”115 and enable constructive community and dialogue in Europe,
even on highly controversial religious, ethical and political issues.
3. Searching for the soul(s) of Europe: Some conclusions from an evangelical
perspective
In the preceding I have tried to show how the missiological debate in the European churches
has changed over the last thirty years. The three models that characterised the first phase are
still recognizable in the second phase. It seems obvious that each of the three models contributes essential insights towards a contextual missiology for Europe. The ecclesiocentric inculturational model helps to understand the importance of a visible Christian community rooted
in history and relevant to European culture and identity. The cosmocentric dialogical model
reminds us that God´s mission is broader than the Church´s mission and is at work in every
society, culture and religion. It rightly challenges Christians to carefully listen to and learn
from secular and religious people in Europe and build a many-coloured European house together. The bibliocentric translational model points to the normative and creative biblical
constants in context and challenges contextual mission thinking not to fade into some form of
pluralistic or culturalistic European religion, but to be clearly centred on the unique biblical
and universal witness of Jesus Christ.116
Still, the models have not stayed static. They have changed, interrelated and moved towards a
more integrated, yet more complex and sometimes diffuse emerging model – with significant
crosscurrents. This seems to correspond with postmodern times that value relationship more
than reason (or at least as “being right”) and understand the relativity of perspectives. This
allows for the concurrence of differing and contrary views while (hopefully) not giving up on
community. On the other hand critical mission theological evaluation of the various perspectives still seems appropriate and possible on the basis the “epistemological priority” of the
“classical text, the Scriptures”.117 From that perspective I will take a concluding look at three
essential dimensions of missiological thinking in Europe.
3.1. The context: understanding the European soul
Even though the concern of Jacques Delors to develop not only the economic, but also the
affective dimension of Europe must be appreciated, it does not seem to be the task of mission
to “give a soul to Europe”. Europe is not soulless, but has a most complex and dynamic
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soul.118 The task of mission would be to meet, to listen to and to try to understand the soul(s)
of Europe. Here are some conclusions: (1) While Europe and the European Union are not
identical, the economic and political partnership of the 27 countries of the European Union is
an essential and almost defining element for a contemporary understanding of European reality. This partnership started after the Second World War in 1950 with the plan of French politician Robert Schuman to overcome violence and hunger and to foster peace, reconciliation
and prosperity through economic interrelations in Europe. It is in itself an important element
of the European soul. (2) Europe can be viewed as a post-Christian culture. This implies the
acknowledgement of the significant influence that the Christian faith in its various historical
inculturations (Orthodox, Catholic, Protestant, pietist-evangelical etc.) has had and in many
ways still has on European history and culture. On the other hand it includes the realization of
the growing distance of many Europeans from the Christian metanarrative. (3) In a similar
way Europe can be described as a postmodern culture. This implies the acknowledgement of
the formative role of the enlightenment and modernity for Europe, and their ongoing influence in some areas of science and technology. On the other hand it means to understand the
“incredulity” of postmodern Europeans towards all preceding metanarratives, while in their
various turns towards aesthetics, relationships, communication, ecology and minority rights
they arbitrarily pick and choose from the rich banquet of these historical metanarratives. An
example: While France is diagnosed as the most secular country in Europe, “the most esteemed figure in the nation is Abbé Pierre …, the Catholic priest whose Emmaus movement
has since 1949 helped the homeless and destitute”. (4) Only on the basis of these developments in cultural history (Christian, modern and postmodern) the countries of Europe have
become a pluralist culture, which places high value on the freedom of conscience, belief,
speech, science and lifestyle a basis for a multiethnic, multicultural and multireligious society,
an open forum and space for the convivencia, dialogue and witness. I agree with Luibl:
“The history of the peoples and people of Europe is the place of the Soul of Europe. Exactly here we would find, that Europe has not one but many souls: a Romanic, a Germanic and a Slavic soul, a Catholic, a Protestant and an Orthodox Soul; a Christian, a
Jewish and a Muslim soul; we would find an enlightened and a pious soul; many national souls and as many souls that are minorities and live as refugees or exiles. Only
such soul-stories ..., stories of the scars in the souls, maybe there, in a history of mentality, one could discover a ‘soul of Europe’, put together from thousands of European
souls, a patchwork-soul.”119
Though, listening to the European soul(s) is a formidable and sometimes the most important
task, it is not enough. From a mission theological perspective, hope for Europe does not originate from the “soul” of Europe. The bible describes the human soul (hebr. nefesh) as completely dependent on the creative, sustaining and redemptive word and breath of God (Gen.
2,7). “My soul thirsts for God, for the living God. When can I go and meet with God?” (Ps.
42,2).
3.2. The text: European Religion or missio Dei in Europe?
It is essential for mission in Europe that it includes the invitation to Europeans in the churches
and in society to listen and let the breath of God fill their lives. Contextual mission theology
in Europe constantly needs to ask if mission in Europe is a genuine expression of the biblical
missio Dei or if it is moving towards an ecclesiastic or culturalist missio Europae, moving
from an inculturational towards an ecclesiocentric or syncretistic orientation. Although the
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distinction between syncretism and inculturation is not an easy one and always needs to be
open for revision,120 it remains decisive to ask if the identity of the gospel is retained or alienated in the process.121 It remains essential to clarify “the proximity to or distance from the
centre, Jesus Christ“.122 Peter Stuhlmacher, New Testament scholar in Tübingen, tried to
summarize the core identity of the gospel as follows:
„The content and the status of the gospel have been given to us in the gospels and the
Pauline letters. The gospel message, authorised by the one God and Father of Jesus
Christ, affirms that the messianic redeemer who was announced by the prophets to Israel and the nations has appeared in Jesus, who as to his human nature was a descendant
of David, and who through the Spirit of holiness was declared with power to be the Son
of God by his resurrection from the dead‘ (Romans 1: 3-4 NIV). On Calvary he was
‚delivered over to death for our sins‘ and on Eastern morning God ‚raised [him] to life
for our justification‘ (Romans 4: 25 NIV). All Gentiles and Jews who believe in the
crucified and risen Christ and confess him as Saviour and Lord will be saved (Romans
19: 9-13 NIV)“.123
Of course any historic or present attempt to reformulate the gospel as the core of mission on
the basis of the biblical texts needs to be open to revision. Postmodernism has rightly shaken
the self-confidence of positivist epistemology and pointed to the cultural perspectivity of all
hermeneutics and theology. Yet there is more than just perspectives. Global intercultural
communication in commerce and science is constantly creating “shared spaces”, that prove
that not all is lost in translation, but that reality exists and can be distinguished from perception. While constant effort is needed, basic observations of nature and human behaviour are
regularly translated and understood transculturally.124 In a similar way the reality of God´s
revelation in Jesus Christ that is expressed in the biblical texts is – through the power of the
Holy Spirit - creating “shared spaces” across historical and cultural divides. The growing
world-wide community of Christians and churches – though with necessarily different emphases – is constantly affirming the reality, power and meaning of the gospel as the text of
mission.
Mission in Europe therefore means to share the biblical story of the Living God, Father, Son
and Holy Spirit, with Europeans in a holistic way as an invitation to life and truth. Since European media culture is filled with moving, but imaginary stories, it is decisive that the biblical story be true as well as life-transforming. In this respect Ustorf´s suggestion of a postChristian European Christology does not seem to be helpful (see 2.5). While Europeans might
be able to identify with a deconstructed European Christ, this Christ neither corresponds with
the biblical records nor would he be able to give Europeans reason and hope for change in
their lives.
3.3. The community of mission in Europe
While I can not quite agree with the notion that the Church is the soul of Europe (see 1.1.),
Christian churches certainly are part of the European culture and are called to be “salt” and
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“light” within it (Mt. 5, 13-14). The Church as the eschatological community of the reign of
God is called to participate in God´s mission and in his redemptive search for the soul(s) of
Europe. Mission in Europe therefore means for the churches to let themselves be constantly
renewed by the text of mission and to live it out in their context, among their fellowEuropeans.
Even if it is a myth that many Europeans are no longer interested in truth, it seems to
be true that the search for truth is hidden within the search for identity, personal meaning and
community. Europeans are looking for real relationships and for truth that can carry these
relationships.125 As the hermeneutical bridge between the biblical text and the European context has broken down to a large extent, the communio sanctorum is the plausibility structure
(Peter L. Berger) for mission and a network of hope in the geographies, cultures, religions and
denominations of Europe. It is a community that is as diverse and dynamic as European society. It is composed of national, ethnic, cultural, sub-cultural and denominational groups, traditional folk and free churches, emerging church movements, Christian fellowships and communities, migrant churches, international churches, student movements and missionary societies. This network of ethically alternative and missionary expressive Christian communities is
woven into the plural web of European cultural and religious communities and, as a visible
semeion (Greek: sign, symbol), points to the gospel of Jesus Christ.
At the World Missionary Conference in Edinburgh 1910 Europe was seen as a Christian territory and thus excluded as a field and context for mission. In the 21st century, mission in Europe has become a complex challenge for a world-wide community of Christians from many
regional, cultural and religious backgrounds. Christians from Africa, Asia and Latin America,
together with Europeans, already have been praying and working together in that challenge
for some time.126
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